Latest from the SPH - Responding to COVID-19

Dear B. Faris

Now 2020 and the University Responds through Maryland Medical Reserve Corps

To professionals dedicated to “doing good,” large or small, in public health we call you and your colleagues. We need to do all we can about alleviating suffering for Americans during COVID-19. You have been asked to register with the Maryland Medical Reserve Corps (MMRC) that supports the health and well-being of our state. If you have not already done so, please visit mmrc.md.gov to register with the MMRC.

Health departments in Florida and Massachusetts have formally partnered with schools of public health in addressing the pandemic. Let’s do the same in Maryland.

Rally the School of Public Health if you can already registered, or even if you have registered at our University’s MRC, through public health! You have a role to play in shaping the legislation that has been normal for policymakers in Annapolis. Each year, the School of Public Policy celebrates 20 years of the Legacy Leadership Institute on public safety.
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Thank you to SPH doctors and nurses for reaching out to update us on your COVID-19 patient activities. We are documenting your important work, and welcome additional stories.

Please email us at sph-comm@umd.edu with the subject “COVID-19 Stories” if you have a story to share.

Dean Boris Lushniak, MD, MPH

Dean Boris Lushniak’s Call for Volunteers through Maryland Responds Medical Reserve Corps

MDMIR - COVID-19 Match, Patchwork Geographic & Environmental Epidemiology

Myles Davenport (BS, Kinesiology), Kaelin LaGrange (BS, Health Policy, Analysis and Evaluation), and Jessica Keralis co-authored a viewpoint piece where they use skills they gained at SPH to demonstrate their assumption that residents with an appointment who met the CDC testing guidelines. I am an active volunteer for the Maryland Responds Medical Reserve Corps. I participated in the FedEx Field Operation today providing free drive-through screening and testing for Prince George’s County residents with an appointment who met the COVID-19 testing criteria. This will allow us to inform our health department liaisons as we continue to respond to their public health needs and to recognize the efforts of all of SPH’s community.

The Well Terp - “The Well Terp”
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